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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the advantage of the shar-
ing information among students. Information is a knowledge communicated or 
received concerning particular facts or circumstance such as news. Information 
sharing is an activity sharing or passed to one other that include any infor-
mation. The implication from sharing information is people that received the in-
formation is understood and capable to apply the information as well. 
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Introduction 

Knowledge sharing is considered as a volunteering process of transferring or 
disseminating knowledge from one person to another or a group of people in the 
organizations such as universities. According to the Lichtenthaler and Ernst, (2006) 
knowledge sharing is something that consider as a valuable because the students can 
learn something new from one another and develop intellectually. At the universities, 
knowledge sharing just not a collaborative among one to another student but students 
with their professors too. Knowledge sharing is just not a typical activity but it is a 
necessity in our life so that we can enhances our understanding and skills 
development, promotes or get new knowledge and ideas or enhances academic 
performance especially among students. This is the way that really can helps them. 

Students nowadays are blessed because they are living in IT era especially the 
explosion of the World Wide Web (WWW). They can found many information they 
want by clicking on the websites such as journal, research papers, article or others.  
According Potelle and Rouet, (2003), the development establishes the foundation and 
significance of information and knowledge sharing among learners is one of the most 
effective way to obtain and publish information. People always assume that sharing 
knowledge is more convenient and effective by face to face only, but what I read from 
others article it might have said that knowledge sharing is just not by face to face but 
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it can be through online environment such as WhatsApp application, goggle, 
academic websites or online class environment in Goggle meet or Zoom applications.  
Students or others people more interesting sharing their knowledge through social 
media because today social media is one of the fastest technology or largest platforms 
and becomes part of knowledge sharing or communication tools by Jones et.al, 
(2009). Sharing information or knowledge is important because through this we can 
investigate the trust, perceived social interaction and their behavior attitudes in 
towards knowledge sharing.  
 
 
Build Collaborative Students Learning Styles (Improvement 
students’ understanding skills) 
 

According to the author Yuen and Majid (2007) changes in Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) has revolutionized the education sector by opening 
up a new avenue for sharing learning awareness. Nowadays, ICT became a part of life 
because without it we cannot reach any information the fastest way and find out 
which one the real information or fake one which is, in other words it is effective or 
easy way to filter the information that has been overload. ICT also not just a place for 
us to find out information but it one of the communication tools for people.  

The advantage of sharing information among students is can build collaborative 
students learning and improve their skills too. To support this statement point, Potelle 
and Rouet, (2003) have said that social media or website is the convenient way to 
obtain and publish information by sharing knowledge among learners and students. 
Johnson and Johnson, (1988) said that when students in cooperative interaction 
compared to individual interaction, he observed that student accomplish more in their 
academic and improve their interpersonally. 

Based on the article written by Yuen and Majid (2007) there is some method for 
educators in learning strategies. One of the approaches shown in the paper can be split 
into two categories that are individual and collaborative-oriented. It is one of the 
learning types for communication practices known as immersive learning.  

This learning style or collaborative learning should apply during their primary 
school so that the students can more comfortable and familiar with this situation. This 
learning style gives a lot of benefits such as improve their tacit and explicit 
knowledge especially communication skills and improved group dynamic and 
knowledge sharing. For example, these collaborative learning styles will be 
happening when they are learning in a group or team activities. These collaborative 
learning styles not only happen between students but students and lectures too to 
encourage more interaction together. When the students exchange and share their 
thoughts together or volunteer themselves to solve problems and academic event, 
these would be the successful ways. Knowledge sharing according to Babalhavaeji 
and Kermani (2011) was described in a reciprocal process as the exchange of 
knowledge between two or more individuals. Through this the students can increase 
their knowledge and applied it when they go to nature of work one day. Active and 
voluntary sharing among students also represents a primary incentive and key of 
successful collaborative learning especially among higher education students and the 
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exchanges help in solve problem, answer the question and enhances their 
understanding in particular subject and others advantage is apply moral value in 
student’s life such as helping one another.  
 
Enable Better and Faster Decision (Creating Experts or Build Tacit 
Knowledge) 
 

Knowledge is something or learning that everyone needs. Without knowing, a 
person may be difficult to do work or decide a better decision in every particular 
thing. A good and excellent person is an individual that volunteers herself or himself 
to know their life strategies and makes a lot of friends. This is also one of the benefits 
or advantages if we want to polish our communications skills and social skills 
environment.  

We all have expertise at some stage which is whether we realize it or not. If we 
don’t have this power, we can’t do a job. We need to build and use in-depth 
knowledge to establish an experienced person. An expert person is someone that have 
a specialty who owns an authority on a particular subject or has learned unique 
techniques. According the article that I have reviewed mostly said about the 
advantages to having a great system or repositories. In the University, an academic 
repository is important for everyone there especially for the staff and students 
themselves. For example, library online database. The users not only for students but 
for the lecturer to find books, academic articles, journals or something else because 
this is only the nearest platform for them to access information. These institutional 
repositories also a knowledge sharing that is created by the staff as their tools. To 
facilitate knowledge-sharing, a system that has been created should support 
institutional knowledge management objectives.  

Nowadays, I as a students’ also had been faced with academic system problem 
especially when it comes to registering courses before the next semester is coming. 
This system is the main role for everyone there in university. According to 
Ramachandran (2008), a great system is a big asset of an organization because it is 
one way that organization can use to encourage the exchange of information between 
its member. Kim and Ju (2008) also stated that a system or framework has been 
described as a variable instrument to promote broad sharing of information by 
institutions.  

Based on some problems that have been through in the institutional system such as 
lack of variety content it gives a big impact of knowledge sharing behavior among 
students especially in an institutional environment as higher education. To improve 
the university management especially in system is to create a new system that 
supports academic management and it also can be as insufficient to knowledge 
sharing need by the students.  

Tacit knowledge is a kind of knowledge that difficult to elaborate through writing 
or something else because tacit knowledge is knowledge that have through someone 
experienced. From article that I have through review it, tacit knowledge is knowledge 
that cannot should not be overlooked. This knowledge is a complementary to 
someone life because without skills it cannot happen anything especially in students. 
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Why this knowledge is being one of the advantage in knowledge sharing among 
students is because gives affect in students’ academic performance. Usually in IT 
subject gives opportunity to the students to create or expose their skills by doing such 
as database. Through this it not only gives benefits to the student only but others 
advantage is the students can teach or sharing her or him knowledge to their friends or 
lecturers itself.  
 
Conclusion   
 

From article research that I have been going thru with various types of situation, 
the knowledge sharing among students what I can conclude is a knowledge sharing 
usually will exist from their behavior first. As a student, they need to know and learn 
what is important in knowledge sharing itself. The environment also plays a main 
factor, especially in University. Knowledge sharing can be applying or spread in 
various ways not only depend on the ICT. As we know, ICT also has pro and cons 
itself. Students need to be someone that smart in finding information and control 
themselves by using the ICT. They need to know what the advantage and 
disadvantage of information too. The active and voluntary exchange of information at 
the tertiary level is an integral element of successful and meaningful learning.  
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